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1 Executive Summary
In June of 2015 a group of interested parties from the Solar, Metal Roofing, and Certification
industries in conjunction with Solar ABCs (Solar America Board of Codes and Standards) gathered
to address the gap in code and standards language with respect to fire performance of
photovoltaics (PV) over non-combustible roof coverings. This group authorized the crafting of two
IRC code language proposals (RB336-16 & RB337-16) submitted by Joe Cain on behalf of SEIA
(Solar Energy Industry Association) to exempt the need to test or reclassify roofing systems with
non-combustible roof coverings when photovoltaics are present. To substantiate this new
language, extensive fire testing was conducted on March 9th and 10th 2016 at Intertek- ATI on the
most relevant yet marginal Class A configurations for metal and tile roofs. The results showed that
photovoltaics have no discernable impact on the fire performance for these roof coverings.
Therefore, photovoltaic modules installed over non-combustible roof coverings should be
considered for exceptions in the code.

2 Objective
To determine if photovoltaic systems affect the fire classification of roofing systems with
non-combustible roof coverings

3 Scope
Fire classification testing applies to photovoltaic arrays on non-combustible roofs.

4 Background
The Industry Solutions Non-Combustible Roof Task Group was formed to create a regulatory path
forward for fire performance of photovoltaic systems over non-combustible roof coverings.
Currently the IRC and UL 1703 are silent on how to address photovoltaic systems installed over
this type of roofing. Fire experts from both the photovoltaic and certification industries that were
part of this task group agreed that the existence of photovoltaics over these roof coverings were
unlikely to affect the Class A rating of the roofing assembly. To support this claim, the group
performed comprehensive fire testing over metal, and tile roofing systems. Configurations of each
type deemed to have the least likely chance of passing were tested. This was done so the results
could be applied in the most general way for all non-combustible roof coverings. The results of the
testing were favorable and substantiated the claim that photovoltaics over non-combustible roof
coverings don’t affect the Class A rating of the roofing assemblies. Based upon the findings from
this testing, the task group is now pursuing proposal language to the IRC & IBC code action
committees as well as the UL 1703 STP.
The testing protocol of UL 1703 (Standard for Safety Flat-Plate Photovoltaic Modules and Panels)
Section 31 was used to evaluate the performance of photovoltaic systems over Class A roofing
systems utilizing non-combustible roof coverings. Only slight modifications to the standard test set
up were required to accommodate the roofing systems with non-combustible roof coverings. Two
runs of three different fire tests are required when listing a photovoltaic system as Class A to UL
1703:
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1.

2x Class A Spread of Flame,

2.

2x Class A Burning Brand on top surface of photovoltaic module,

3.

2x Class B Burning Brand between photovoltaic module and roof.

The UL 1703 fire testing protocol is based upon UL 790, Standard for Standard Test Methods for
Fire Tests of Roof Coverings. It differs from UL 790 because the presence of the photovoltaic
systems over the roof systems creates a new and unique configuration that is not easily evaluated
by UL 790. All three tests utilize the appropriate UL 790 test deck along with one layer of ASTM
D226 Type 1 roofing underlayment and one layer of ASTM D3462 Class A 3 tab asphalt roofing
shingles.
The Spread of Flame Test outlined by UL 1703 sets the photovoltaic module back from the leading
edge of the test deck such that when the asphalt shingles ignite and spread flame up the deck the
fire spread will travel 12 inches into the area below the photovoltaic module. The intent of the test
is to ensure that the photovoltaic module in combination with its racking configuration will have
enough fire resistance to meet the desired fire classification. Additional explanation of the
historical background of the UL 1703 spread of flame test is provided by Joe Cain in the reason
statement of the IRC proposal RB336-16.
A typical UL 790 Class A Burning Brand test on a roofing system applies the brand right on top of
the roofing product. However, since the photovoltaic system covers the roofing, UL 1703 applies
the Class A burning brand to the top of the photovoltaic modules and not the roofing product. In
addition, the presence of the photovoltaic system over the roofing presented a new dynamic that
the UL 1703 STP panel wanted to address. The idea was that buildup of debris such as leaves
under the photovoltaic system could become a fire source. To address this concern, the Class B
Burning Brand test between the photovoltaic modules and roofing was created.

5 Testing Details
5.1 Test Samples
Since the objective of the Task Group was to evaluate roofing systems with non-combustible roof
coverings, the presence of the asphalt shingle roofing system under the photovoltaic module was
not appropriate. Instead, Class A roofing systems having the lowest possible fire resistance with
metal and tile roof coverings were used.

5.2 Metal Roof
For the Class A metal roof assembly, the thinnest allowable sheet metal thickness configuration
(0.013”) allowed by the VersaShield ESR report 2053 was tested. The total stack as required by the
ESR report included one layer of ASTM D226 Type II (#30) felt and one layer of VersaShield under
the steel panels. This configuration was considered worst case due to the reduction in heat
dissipation that would be available from a thicker sheet.
Metal roof stack up:
 One layer of VersaShield
 ASTM D226 Type II felt
 0.013” Steel Panels
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5.3 Tile Roof
For the Class A tile roof assemblies, clay tile was used over ASTM D226 Type II (#30) felt which is
the minimum required by IRC section 905.1 and IBC section 1507.3. Both Flat and S tiles were
evaluated. Clay tile was considered the worst case tile type due to its lower mass (less heat
dissipation) and lower strength (less heat stress resistance) compared to concrete tile.
Tile roof stack up:
 ASTM D226 Type II (#30) felt
 Clay tile- Flat and S tiles

5.4 Test Setup
All fire tests were conducted at a 5:12 slope which is considered worst case and is used by the
certification agencies to certify products to all slopes. In addition, all tests were conducted with a 5”
gap between the bottom of the module and the roof covering material. Industry solutions fire testing
funded by the DOE through the Solar America Board for Codes and Standards conducted
extensive testing and evaluated photovoltaic panels at several different gap heights off the roof. Of
the heights tested, 5” was confirmed to be the most aggressive. In summary:
 5:12 slope
 5” gap between roof and PV module

Figure 1. Image from UL 1703 Section 30
Steep Slope Spread of Flame Test Deck, Composition Shingle Roof
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Figure 2: Tile Roof Modified Spread of Flames Test

Figure 3: Metal Roof Modified Spread of Flames Test
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Figure 4: Metal Roof Class A or Class B Burning Brand Tests Configurations

Figure 5: Tile Roof Class A or Class B Burning Brand Test Configuration

5.5 Test Procedure
A full test report was provided by Intertek-ATI and is attached to the end of this report. All tests were
evaluated against UL 1703 pass criteria with no exceptions. The table below summarizes the
results from all 12 tests. The full UL 1703 test program was applied to the metal roofing assembly.
The original plan was to complete the full UL 1703 test program with flat clay tiles as well. However,
UL suggested that both flat and S tiles be evaluated. In order to maintain the same number of tile
tests UL suggested that we take the worst performing Class B Burning Brand Test and use that
configuration to conduct a single Class A Burning Brand Test.

The same methodology was

suggested for the Spread of Flame Test. Both flat and S were tested once, and then the worst case
was repeated. UL and the Task Group felt confident that this outline of tests would provide all the
necessary information to substantiate the proposals submitted to the IRC Code Action Committee.
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6 Test Results

Metal Roofs

6.1 Test Results
Status
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Tile Roofs

PASS

Test Type
Class B BB Between PV and Roofing
Class A BB on top of PV
Class A SOF

Status
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Test Type
S-Tile Class B BB Between PV and Roofing
Flat Tile Class B BB Between PV and Roofing
Flat Tile Class A BB on top of PV
S-Tile Class A SOF
Flat Tile Class A SOF

PASS

Flat Tile Class A SOF

Test #
1
2
1
2
1
2

Test #
1
1
1
1
1
2

6.2 Discussion of Results
Spread of Flame Test Results: The spread of flame along the surface of the asphalt shingle was
successfully arrested by all three of the test configurations at the beginning of the non-combustible
roof covering. No spread of flame was propagated by the photovoltaic modules during any of these
tests. An investigation of the photovoltaic modules after the testing shows that damage to the
module was very limited and localized to only 12 inches from the leading edge. I addition, the
majority of the base polymer in the affected area was still intact and not consumed by the impinging
fire.
Class B Burning Brand Test Results: The Class B brand had no significant impact to either the
non-combustible roof covering or the photovoltaic panel. The photovoltaic panel showed signs of
localized softening just above the brand but the back side of the module did not burn or catch fire at
any time during any of the tests. The non-combustible roof coverings showed only local scorch
marks at the location of the brand. No damage was observed to the underlayment or the test decks
for the flat and S tile tests. The only observed damage was charring of the wood deck for the metal
roof configurations. However, this is common and expected for this type of roof construction and
does not represent a failure mode per UL 1703 or UL 790.
Class A Burning Brand Test Results: The Class A Burning Brand Test is often considered the
most difficult to pass and indeed it did result in more damage to the photovoltaic modules than any
of the other tests. The back side of the photovoltaic panels burned under the area where the brand
was installed. The majority of the available fuel from the photovoltaic panel was consumed within 5
minutes significantly reducing all flames that were present on the underside of the module. The top
surface of the photovoltaic panel, which is constructed from tempered glass, stayed intact for more
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than 6 minutes keeping the brands energy away from the roof coverings.

Essentially, the

photovoltaic module protected the roofing system from more than 50% of the brand’s energy. The
roof coverings had only slight scorch damage while the underlayment and decks where completely
intact with no visible damage.

7 Conclusion
The positive results observed during this testing satisfactorily prove that the addition of photovoltaic
panels over non-combustible roof coverings has no negative impact on their system level fire rating.
In fact, in some cases, the photovoltaics actually reduce the energy transfer to the roofing systems
making it more robust.

8 Recommendation
The Task Group recommends pursuing exceptions for the need for fire testing or classification of
photovoltaics over non-combustible roof coverings in the IRC & IBC codes, and UL standards.
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APPENDIX
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Test Setup and In Progress Images

Metal Roof Spread of Flame Test Setup

Metal Roof Spread of Flame Test in Progress
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Flat Tile Spread of Flame Test Setup

Flat Tile Spread of Flame Test in Progress
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S Tile Spread of Flame Test Setup

S Tile Spread of Flame Test in Progress
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Metal Roof Class A Burning Brand Test in Progress

Flat Tile Class A Burning Brand Test in Progress
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Metal Roof Class B Burning Brand Test in Progress

Flat Tile Class B Burning Brand Test in Progress
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S Tile Class B Burning Brand Test in Progress
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Test Results

Metal Roof Spread of Flame Post Test

Flat Tile Spread of Flame Post Test
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S Tile Spread of Flame Post Test
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Metal Roof Class A Burning Brand Test Post Test

Metal Roof Class B Burning Brand Test Post Test

Flat Tile Class B Burning Brand Test Post Test
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S Tile Class B Burning Brand Test Post Test
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